MIL LESSON PLAN

LESSON PLAN: MIL – module and unit M7u1 M7u2

Subject / Theme: Languages, social studies, Communication, technology and media Education

Topic: Protecting Reputations Online

Lesson Title: Protecting Reputations Online - YouTube

Level: Secondary, Tertiary

Learning Objectives:

Learn how to protect your and your friends reputations online – now and in the future. How does the internet gather information about you and your friends and how might that information be used?

Pedagogical Approaches and Activities:

Watch the movie – it asks a lot of questions to us the viewer. Discuss these questions – questions such as – should you put out for instance pictures or movies that shows you doing something illegal? Or making someone look bad? Think about who is in the picture – how might publishing the picture affect them? Now and in the future?

The clip also gives examples of how you might share without affecting your or your friends present and future reputations – list these with your students – then discuss if they are enough to protect reputations online or if further actions may help. Please use the Pedagogical Approaches and Activities from module 7 to discuss these questions further.

Media and Information Resources:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=iC0e4JCLbCc#

The same clip but in plain English:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8n-AdP6PBT8
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Further topics and resources:

Pedagogical Approaches and Activities from module 7